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Disclaimer
Current accepted professional practices and procedures were used in the development of this
report. However, as with any forecast, there may be differences between forecasted and actual
results. The report contains reasonable assumptions, estimates, and projections that may not
be indicative of actual or future values or events and are therefore subject to substantial
uncertainty. Future developments cannot be predicted with certainty, and this may affect the
estimates or projections expressed in this report, consequently Arup specifically does not
guarantee or warrant any estimate or projections contained in this report.
This document is intended only for the information of the City. It is not intended for and
should not be relied upon by any third party, and no responsibility is undertaken to any third
party.
Our findings are based on limited technical, financial, and commercial data concerning the
project and its potential delivery options. Arup has relied upon the reasonable assurances of
independent parties and is not aware of any facts that would make such information
misleading.
We must emphasize that the realization of any prospective financial information set out within
our report is dependent on the continuing validity of the assumptions on which it is based. We
accept no responsibility for the realization of the prospective financial information. Actual
results are likely to be different from those shown in the prospective financial information
because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, and the differences
may be material.
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Executive Summary
Background
The Century II Performing Arts and Convention Center (CII or Century II) brings
vitality to the City’s core and bolsters economic development. In 2016, more than
535,000 people visited the facility. However, due to its deferred maintenance and
an outdated layout that does not respond to today’s users’ needs, it faces
operational challenges that harm its ability to maximize its role as a catalyst of
culture and economic development.
To address CII’s limitations the City of Wichita (the City) commissioned the
development of market and user group studies and conceptual architectural plans
to explore possible solutions for its redevelopment. Four design concepts (the
Concepts) were proposed with estimated construction costs ranging from $272m
for an upgrade to $490m for a complete rebuilt (2016 dollars).

Purpose of this report
The City commissioned Arup Advisory Inc. (Arup) to evaluate funding and
delivery options for the expansion and redevelopment of CII. This report
summarizes the main findings of the study with respect to alternative methods to
deliver the CII project (the Project), the potential to use additional revenue sources
to support it, and opportunities to improve its operating performance.
The intent of this study is to help the City develop an investment strategy for CII
that is aligned with its downtown economic development goals, fiscal policies,
and budget capacity.
To perform the funding and delivery options analysis two out of the four Concepts
were selected. These are:
•

Concept 1 (Renovation) – Estimated cost: $272m - Renovates and
maintains the existing layout and the blue dome building, meets ADA
requirements, and brings spaces to base operation and safety standards.
However, it reduces the space for the Convention Center’s activities and
does not bring CII to national standards.

•

Concept 3 (Reconstruction) – Estimated cost: $492m – Complete
reconstruction of the entire facility to create a combined convention center
and performing arts facility; it would add new facilities that currently do
not exist at CII (e.g., a ballroom, additional meeting rooms, etc.).

Based on the results of the funding and financing analysis, as well as the
qualitative operational performance review, the report provides a number of
strategic recommendations to the City for the redevelopment of CII.
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Delivery methods considered
Arup identified two potential procurement models to analyze, a Design-Bid-Build
(DBB) delivery method and an alternative Public-Private Partnership (P3)
delivery method.
A DBB was identified because it is the most common delivery method used in the
US, including the City of Wichita. Under a DBB the City bears most of the
responsibility and risks in all project phases from design to operations. The P3
delivery model was identified as an alternative because it can transfer key risks
(construction, design, life cycle, etc.) to a private partner, resulting in greater
certainty of cost and schedule for construction and lifecycle maintenance, as well
as the potential for enhanced revenue generation.
Concept 1, which is a rehabilitation project, is inherently risky. Renovation
projects have numerous risks that are hard to quantify (latent defects, hazardous
materials, etc.) and thus unlikely to be transferred to the private sector, which
defeat the core proposition of undertaking a P3. Concept 1 is not suitable for P3
delivery because the risks associated with renovation of the existing buildings
cannot be transferred to the private sector at a reasonable cost. Concept 3, which
is all new construction, is suitable for either DBB or P3 delivery.
Design-Bid-Build (DBB)
Under this delivery method the City contracts with multiple separate
counterparties: one to design the project, another one to build it, another to
provide financing (unless the project is all funded in cash), and other parties to
provide some or all operations and maintenance services, including lifecycle
maintenance. This approach affords the City a large degree of control to make
discrete and incremental decisions, as well as the ability to use the City’s taxexempt general obligation bonds.
Conversely, it also poses challenges in terms of more risk retained by the City
because of the fragmented approach to contracting and financing. This frequently
results in cost and schedule overruns. Cost overruns and shortfalls in revenue
typically need to be covered by additional unanticipated tax revenues. Market
research at the national level on projects procured as a DBB suggest that upon
completion of the construction phase, greenfield projects’ cost increased on
average by 39% from their original budgets, and renovation (brownfield) projects
cost increased by 55% from the original budgets.
In a DBB method the City would make debt service payments and pay for
lifecycle maintenance costs over the life of the facility. These costs would be
covered with a combination of general fund appropriations and revenues
generated by the facility itself.
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Public-Private Partnership (P3)
A P3 is a long-term contract between a private party and a public owner to deliver
a public asset or service. The services the private partner provides typically
include to design, build, finance, operate, and maintain the facility. The guiding
principle for the contract is to allocate risks to the entity that can best manage
them. The length of the contract is typically from twenty to forty years.
Usually the private sector party is responsible for most design and constructions
risks, as well as long-term facility maintenance and lifecycle investment,
including cost overruns and delays. At the end of the P3 contract the facility is
returned to the public owner at no cost while the private partner is required to
comply with “hand-back conditions” which are reflected in required quality
standards and the investments needed to achieve them.
Under a P3 method the private partner is responsible for securing the financing.
In return for the design, build, finance, operations, and maintenance of the facility,
once the construction is complete, the City would make annual Availability
Payments to the private partner during the remainder of the contract (typically
twenty to forty years). The City would fund these Availability Payments from a
combination of general fund appropriations and revenues generated by the facility
itself.

Additional Funding Sources
To the extent that additional funding sources can be generated by the CII project,
they can help to pay for it by reducing the demand for appropriations from the
City’s general fund, issuance of debt, and/or special tax sources. This is the case
for either DBB or P3 delivery.
Arup has identified two streams of potential revenue sources for both Concepts
for the expansion/redevelopment of Century II:
•

Real estate revenue given the potential for joint real estate redevelopment
on the CII site, and

•

Naming rights/signage revenue

Based on market studies and an analysis of the site’s potential, the total additional
one-time funding sources identified range from $22 million for Concept 1 to $30
million for Concept 3.
These are reasonably conservative estimates that do not include additional
potential upside from savings in annual operating deficits, which are discussed
qualitatively below.
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Net City Payments
The analysis in this report estimates Net City Payments (NCP’s) for each Concept
and for each delivery method, shown in Table 1. The NCP’s would be the annual
cost to the City’s general fund calculated from total project cost less the total
additional funding sources. They include the cost to develop and construct the
facilities, financing costs, the cost of delivery risk, and lifecycle maintenance
costs over an assumed thirty year term.
Table 1 Summary of Annual NCP analysis, million$
(2017$)
Annual Net City Payments

Concept 1
DBB
$27 m / year

Concept 3
DBB
P3
$45 m / year
$42 m / year

As can be seen from the above table, the annual general fund appropriations over
thirty years that would be needed to fund either Concept 1 or 3 are significant.
While the additional funding sources identified in this study help to reduce the
cost, market conditions limit the size of their contribution relative to the large
construction costs of either Concept.
At present the City has not committed public funds to the Project, therefore the
City’s affordability limit to execute the Project is a pending discussion. As a “rule
of thumb” to assist in those discussions, the analysis provides a rough and quasilinear relationship between NCP’s and Base Construction costs:
•

Approximately each $10m increment in NCP allows the City to “buy” $100
million to $120 million in Base Construction cost to deliver the CII project

•

The range depends on the Concept and the delivery method, with the P3 for
Concept 3 delivering a higher Base Construction cost for each $10 million
increment in NCP

This can help the City determine the potential size of the Project it can afford,
within the scope of the Project’s objectives.
In the context of a large new-build project such as Concept 3, if the City were able
to gather the funding sources to support that level of up-front investment then the
analysis indicates that a P3 delivery method can achieve better value for money
than a DBB delivery method. For a renovation project such as Concept 1, on the
other hand, a DBB delivery method would be more appropriate.

Operations Review and Improvement Opportunities
The three key challenges that CII faces to fulfill its mission as a community asset
and economic development engine are:
Physical limitations: The outdated facility has many well-documented
challenges. They impact to CII’s marketability and have led to decreasing

•
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revenues and increasing operating costs. CII has been operating at a deficit for
the last eighteen years.
•

Staffing: without a dedicated team for CII it is difficult to maximize the
facility’s programming and to prioritize preventative maintenance.

•

Existing Contracts: Existing food service and labor contracts are limiting the
earning potential of CII.

Arup performed a high-level review of the operations of the CII based on industry
benchmarks that allowed the identification of the following operational
improvement opportunities at a qualitative level. While many of the operational
problems need to be addressed through necessary capital investments, Arup
considers that there opportunities to increase revenues to reduce or potentially
eliminate CII’s on-going operating deficit.
•

Adopt a simplified staff organizational structure following industry best
practices that aligns the Convention Center’s departments with the way
convention clients interact with the venue

•

Clearly separate the Convention Center and Performing Arts Center
management and staffing so that each component can be operated with
different goals and performance metrics and explore contracting the marketing
and operations of each venue with specialized private operators

•

Broaden the governance of convention center related uses and facilities, for
example through a larger, county-wide entity to manage and coordinate all
government-owned public assembly, events, and entertainment venues; the
goal would be to improve the marketing of the areas’ venues with a
coordinated strategy, attract wider political support from outside the City, and
open additional funding opportunities for capital investments

•

Renegotiate CII’s food and beverage contracts to gain a more equitable split of
revenues if a decision is made to expand the Bob Brown Expo Hall facility

•

Explore contracting Performing Arts operations to a third party to allow the
facility to effectively compete for programming and rentals; a clause can be
included in the contract to provide preferential access to local arts groups’
needs

Strategic Recommendations
At the time of writing of this report no funding sources have been committed to
renovate or rebuild Century II. Given the size of the investment needed for either
a renovation or a new build project, Arup’s strategic recommendations to the City
rely on the further assessment of and answers to the following questions:
•

|

Affordability: how much are Wichitans willing to invest in the Project?
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•

Priority: what is the public’s main priority, the Performing Act facility or
the Convention Center facility or both?

•

Project definition: what is the project’s optimal size, phasing, etc.?

Arup advises to answer these questions in terms of two potential paths. Each path
entails developing a distinct Project strategy:
•

Affordability without an additional tax burden: this path implies
working with the funding sources identified in this report, ranging from
$22 million to $30 million depending on whether the CII’s blue dome
building is preserved or not. Additional potential funding of around $55
million could be available according to the City’s estimates if CII’s current
operational deficit is eliminated.

•

Affordability with additional tax contributions: this path implies
working with the above funding sources plus new tax sources that
currently do not exist or have not been committed to the Project.

Under an affordability without tax burden path, Arup recommends the
following approach, irrespective of whether the CII’s blue dome building is
preserved or not:
•

Relocate the performing arts facilities to a new site or multiple sites
within downtown. One of the biggest challenges with design Concepts 1
and 3 is the requirement to keep the facility operational during
construction. This adds a significant risk premium to the Project’s costs.
By relocating the Performing Arts functions to other sites in a phased
manner, no operational interruptions would be necessary because the PAC
operations could be continued at the existing facility and transferred to the
new facilities once these are available.
As a function of the availability of funds the City could either: 1) develop
a temporary low cost facility ($10 million to $20 million) to overcome
critical operational issues until enough resources are available to build a
permanent one, or 2) build a permanent facility that responds to industry
and market standards if the private sector, through philanthropic
contributions, is able to cover the funding gap. The Performing Arts
Center could be developed as a collection of multiple venues of different
types, sizes, and cost, on a new site or multiple sites within downtown.

•

|

Partner with a private operator for the Convention Center with the
goal of aligning the marketing, revenue generation, and operations with
the regional market. The Bob Brown Expo Hall is in reasonably good
condition and with targeted investments it could perform much better than
today. The City of Wichita could consider entering into a long term lease
with a developer who would not only operate and maintain the facility at
its own risk but could also provide the investment necessary to upgrade it.
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Arup recommends performing a market sounding exercise to assess
operator’s appetite for the Convention Center and then, on that basis,
identify the terms of the partnership.
If the CII’s blue dome building is preserved, multiple options to repurpose it can
be contemplated. Creativity and market demand can best determine a repurposing
strategy, especially given the strong demand for retail/commercial space in
downtown. The repurposing should be complementary with the above strategies
for the Convention Center and the Performing Arts Center, and should seek to not
only preserve it but also to optimize its investment value in support of the City’s
overall Project.
Each of these strategies would benefit from different forms of public-private
partnerships designed to align interests, share the risks, and better achieve the
City’s goals.
Under an affordability with additional tax contributions path, the City and the
general public would be willing to generate new tax revenue sources to support a
larger and more accelerated development program. Under this scenario many
design concepts are feasible, including but not limited to those illustrated by
Concepts 1 and 3. This includes concepts that host the performing arts facilities
(Concert Hall and Mary Jean theaters) in the blue dome building, to renovate
them, and to repurpose the remaining space (Convention Hall) to other uses to
enhance visitors’ experience and add economic vibrancy to downtown.
The analysis in this report indicates that, roughly speaking, for every $100 million
to $120 million in new construction Wichitans would need to commit to
approximately $10 million per year in new general fund or special tax
appropriations, over a thirty year term. This report discusses qualitatively
potential tax sources that could be used, alone or in combination, to generate these
levels of funding. These could include a temporary increase in sales tax and/or tax
increment financing.
The size and the type of the funding sources needed can be better determined once
the community and stakeholders define their project priorities and willingness to
pay for it. However, regardless of the affordability path the City and community
decide to undertake, both should lead to a successful outcome pointed to bolster
social, cultural, and economic development.
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Introduction

The City of Wichita (the City) commissioned Arup Advisory Inc. (Arup) to
evaluate funding and delivery options for the expansion and redevelopment of one
of the City’s major facilities, the Century II Performing Arts and Convention
Center (CII or Century II). This report summarizes the main findings of the study
with respect to alternative methods to procure the CII project, the potential to use
additional revenue sources to support its redevelopment, and opportunities to
improve its operating performance.
The intent of this study is to help the City develop an appropriate investment
strategy for CII that aligns with its downtown economic development goals, fiscal
policies, and budget capacity.

1.1

Redevelopment in Downtown Wichita

The City of Wichita has made a sustained commitment to revitalize its Downtown
District (Downtown). Its goals are to stimulate economic growth and improve
Wichitans’ quality of life and economic wellbeing. The Wichita Downtown
Development Corporation (WDDC) was created in 2002 with these objectives in
mind and has since worked closely with the private sector to promote investments
in the City. The Project Downtown Master Plan, adopted in 2010, has since
guided the public and private investment strategy. The Master Plan aims to:
•

Accelerate the transformation of Downtown into the heart of the City,
becoming a vibrant residential and commercial environment attractive to
residents and visitors alike; and

•

Foster economic development to attract and retain talented entrepreneurs
and businesses.

In the past ten years, over $1 billion in public and private investments have
materialized in Downtown. Slowly but successfully, the efforts to revitalize the
core of the City are paying off and people are moving into Downtown:

|

•

Many of the new residents are attracted by improvements in walkability,
entertainment, and the live and work concepts, which not only include
Millennials but also empty nesters. Such demographics who crave this
style of living are driving up the demand for residential properties, which
prompted multiple developments such as Flats 324 Expansion, 520
Commerce, Pinnacle Lofts, and others similar developments.

•

Unique businesses are opening their doors keeping retail vacancy rates
among the lowest in the City, less than 3% vacancy, which keeps demand
high.
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Employers are also realizing the benefits of being located in Downtown;
for example, Cargill is building a new 180,000 square foot building on the
current site of the Wichita Eagle on Douglas with a 2018 occupancy date
and Meritrust will relocate from the suburbs to downtown.

These investments reflect the commitment from the public and private sectors to
boost economic development by positioning the City’s Downtown as an attractive
place to live, do business, shop, entertain, and enjoy the arts. Figure 1 illustrates
the numerous developments in downtown Wichita.

Figure 1 Map of Downtown Development Projects (Source: 2016 State of Downtown
Report – Downtown Wichita, Kansas)

As part of the redevelopment efforts, the City’s strategy includes the activation of
its riverfront and strategic planning and investment into the Century II Performing
Arts and Convention Center (CII or Century II).

1.2

CII’s Contribution and Challenges

CII is a major Downtown attraction that brings vitality and bolsters economic
development. Together with the Orpheum Theater and the INTRUST Bank Arena,

|
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these facilities attract more than 800,000 people every year to Downtown Wichita
for a range of performing arts events, shown in Figure 2. Approximately half of
those visitors are associated with the Century II. However, CII faces a number of
operational challenges that harms its marketability and functionality. Over the past
five years, CII shows stagnation in attendance since 2013.
The operational challenges, which have been documented in detail in previous
reports commissioned by the City1, are primarily related to issues of deferred
maintenance and an outdated layout that does not respond to today’s needs. In
summary, CII faces significant operational challenges that limit its ability to
maximize its role as a catalyst of cultural and economic development.

Figure 2 Downtown venues attendance 2 (Source: Arup)

1.3

Previous Architectural Studies for the CII

The City of Wichita previously commissioned a team of consultants and architects
to develop conceptual plans for CII (the Project) to explore different strategies to
address the facility’s shortcomings noted above. That study culminated in 2014
and produced plans that ranged from an upgrade and renovation of the existing
buildings to a full replacement (the Concepts). The City’s architectural team
developed four design Concepts with capital investment ranging from $272

For example, see Cost/Benefit Analysis of Wichita’s Performing Arts & Convention Center
Products, dated July 13, 2016, by CSL International.
2
Note that no data were available for the Orpheum’s 2016 attendance and Arup estimated it as an
average of the past three years (2013-2015).
1
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million for an upgrade preserving the current layout and the blue dome building
(Concept 1), to $590 million for a complete demolition and rebuild (Concept 4) 3.
The Project Concepts are described in more detail in the following documents:
•

Cost/Benefit Analysis of Wichita’s Performing Arts & Convention Center
Product - 2016

•

The Heart of Downtown: Catalyst to a 21st Century Riverfront: An
analysis of the costs and benefits of investing in Wichita’s Performing Arts
and Convention Center

1.4

Purpose and Structure of the Report

Arup’s commission for this report included the following specific tasks:
1) assess the City’s net cost to procure two of the Project Concepts
previously developed by the City’s architectural team (Concepts 1 and 3)
under two different delivery methods and considering additional funding
sources to help minimize the net cost; and
2) identify and evaluate opportunities to improve CII’s operational
performance.
The report is structured as follows:
•

Section 1 provides an introduction to the scope and purpose of this study, a
summary of the relevant background, the specific tasks addressed by this
report, and the structure of the report;

•

Section 2 describes the delivery methods considered in the analysis for the
two Concepts analyzed;

•

Section 3 summarizes the assessment of the City’s net cost for the Project
through different delivery methods;

•

Section 4 provides an overview of CII’s current operations and
qualitatively identifies and suggests measures for improving operational
performance; and

•

Section 5 offers strategic recommendations for the City’s consideration in
its decision-making process on how to deliver the Project considering the
findings from the report.

The cost estimates developed by the City’s consultant and architectural team are expressed in
2016 dollars. The estimates include hard construction costs, soft construction costs, site
development costs, other development costs, and contingencies.

3
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Project Concepts Analyzed in this Report
Among the four design concepts previously developed by the City’s architectural
team, Concepts 1 and 3 were selected because both keep the CII facility in its
current site. Concept 1 is an extensive renovation that maintains the existing
layout and the blue dome building, while Concept 3 involves the demolition of the
entire facility to build a completely new CII.
A brief description of each concept is presented as follows.
No new convention center or
performing arts facilities would
be developed. The
improvements would ensure
that Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA)
requirements are met, operating
and safety standards are
maintained, and the iconic blue
dome building is preserved.
This concept would improve
CII’s operations and address
deferred maintenance issues,
but would not bring the
facilities to convention center
industry standards.
Estimated cost: $272 million.
Figure 3: Concept 1- Renovation Alternative (Source: The Heart of Downtown: Catalyst
to a 21st Century Riverfront)

The other alternative analyzed in this report proposes the demolition of the
existing facilities and the reconstruction of a combined Convention Center and
Performing Arts Center.
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This concept maintains the
Performing Arts Center and
Convention Center in one
integrated facility and results in a
new facility that meets industry
standards. It adds new meeting
rooms, ballrooms, exhibition
halls, parking, while integrating
with the Hyatt hotel, and creates
space for an urban park. The
concept removes the iconic blue
dome building. It would require
phased construction in order to
maintain business continuity.
Estimated cost: $492 million.
Figure 4: Concept 3- Reconstruction Alternative (Source: The Heart of Downtown:
Catalyst to a 21st Century Riverfront)

2

Delivery Methods and Risk Allocation

Delivery methods range from a public traditional delivery, typically a Design-BidBuild (DBB), to a delivery method with greater risk transfer from the City to the
private sector known as a Public-Private Partnerships (P3). The spectrum of
delivery options is shown in Figure 5.
As Figure 5 illustrates, more traditional public procurement methods such as DBB
and Construction Management at Risk (CM/GC) rely heavily on the public sector
in terms of projects’ risk retention and funding. In these models direct public
involvement is significant in all phases from design to construction to financing to
operations and maintenance. Alternative models such as P3 instead rely on
transferring to a development partner those project risks that are better suited for
the private sector to manage (e.g., design, construction, finance, and operations
and maintenance, including life cycle investment). The public sector’s
involvement is still key and necessary in P3 models to define the project’s goals
and minimum design and operational requirements, and to oversee the
performance of the development partner’s obligations under the P3 contract.
It is important to note that a P3 is not privatization since the public assets remain
in public ownership.
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Figure 5 Range of project delivery methods (Source: Arup)

We have selected DBB and P3 procurement models to perform our analysis.
Historically, DBB has been the most common method of delivering a project in
the City of Wichita, whereas a P3 delivery is an alternative model where
appropriate project risks can be transferred to the private sector.

2.1

Design-Bid-Build (DBB)

Risks and Responsibilities
DBB is the most common method to deliver a public infrastructure project in the
United States, including in Wichita. With this delivery model, the City contracts
with multiple separate counterparties: one to design the project, another one to
build it, another to provide financing (unless the project is all funded in cash), and
other parties to provide some or all operations and maintenance services. This
approach affords the City a large degree of control for each activity and contract.
On the other hand, it also poses many inefficiencies and greater retention of risk
because of the fragmented approach to contracting.
For example, if there are errors and omissions in the design documents that the
public owner contracted separately from the construction, typically the
construction contractor would seek to recover damages through claims for
additional costs and time delays. Other issues that may arise include management
of the interaction among designers and contractors, and among different
contractors and suppliers. Whereas these issues are normally manageable for the
more common public infrastructure projects that the public owner undertakes, for
large and complex projects, which tend to be infrequent, the public owner may not

|
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have the expertise and repeated track record of successful delivery. For those large
and complex projects, it is common for public owners to experience significant
cost and schedule overruns during construction, typically in the form of change
orders and claims.
Arup performed a market research at the national level on large and complex
public infrastructure projects procured as a DBB to assess how they performed in
terms of their final delivery costs against their original budgets when the projects
were approved to proceed. The sample included greenfield (new construction) and
brownfield (renovation and expansion) projects exceeding $100 million in capital
cost.
The findings suggest that upon physical completion of the construction phase
using DBB delivery, greenfield projects’ construction cost increased on average
by 39% from their original budgets, and brownfield projects’ construction costs
increased by 55% from the original budgets. The findings are summarized in
Table 2, as follows.
Table 2 Average cost overrun research of DBB projects at US national level
(% of original budget)
Brownfield
Greenfield

Average Cost Overrun for Projects over $100m
55%
39%

It is not surprising that brownfield projects have relatively higher cost overruns
compared to greenfield projects. Old or outdated facilities are subject to numerous
risks that are hard to identify and even harder to quantify (latent defects,
hazardous materials, inconsistent or incomplete information, etc.). Concept 3, on
the other hand, is a greenfield project and is substantially less risky than Concept
1.
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Bradley West LA Airport Expansion Case Study
The Tom Bradley West LA Airport Expansion Project was a $1.5 billion expansion project.
The project was part of the multi-year $4.11 billion LAX improvement and redevelopment
program. In general, the expansion project aimed at providing greater capacity to the existing
facility with the addition of new gates and the expansion of other common areas such as a
Great Hall for dining, retail shopping and passenger amenities.
The overall cost of the project expansion amounted to over $2 billion dollars, over $500
million dollars more than originally planned. Cost overruns and the large amount of change
orders have been attributed to:
• the tight schedule on which the Terminal was intended to be delivered and poor
planning; and
• the inability to precisely define the scope of the work for a rehabilitation project.
More often than not, a construction contract is significantly modified before the project is
completed. The reasons for change orders are unforeseen difficulties which are common for
rehabilitation and remodeling projects where the current state of the building cannot be easily
determined and where aging structures and systems might pose additional challenges to the
contracting team.

Lifecycle
Typically the initial municipal debt issuance only funds the initial capital
investment (i.e., including construction and procurement costs only). Major
maintenance/lifecycle costs that are normally incurred throughout the life of the
project require the issuance of additional general obligation debt or creation of
special funds from the City’s general fund, or a combination of both. However,
major maintenance and renovation investments are often deferred because they
are significant and because the funds are not available when they are needed.
As the quality of the facilities deteriorate, the functionality is impaired, and the
cost of addressing the issues escalates. Over time, not only are the facilities less
attractive and therefore less able to generate revenue, but the operating and routine
maintenance costs also increase.
Various studies have been conducted to quantify the beneficial effect of adequate
funding of preventative maintenance, which intuitively also make sense:
•

A study by the California Business, Housing & Transportation Agency in
2007 for transportation infrastructure indicates that $1 in preventative
maintenance invested today avoids $6 in rehabilitation costs five years
from now and $20 in replacement costs ten years from now 4

•

A recent study by real estate company Jones Lang LaSalle indicates that
preventative maintenance investments have a 545% return on investment,

California Department of Transportation: 2007 Five-Year Maintenance Plan, dated January
2007

4
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with the bulk of the savings coming from extending the useful life of
equipment as well as energy consumption savings 5
Project Revenues
Some types of public infrastructure, such as city streets or public parks for
example, do not generate revenues themselves and are typically funded through
general taxes. Other types, such as public utilities or public buildings such as
airport terminals and convention centers for example, generate project revenues
that can be used to fund in part or in whole their construction, financing,
operations, and maintenance. When these are not sufficient to fully fund it, the
project relies on a combination of project revenues plus other tax revenue sources
to pay for it.
Most publicly owned convention and performing arts centers typically generate
revenues by marketing and renting the building to users and from concessions
(food & beverage, retail, etc). These revenues are typically not sufficient to fully
fund their construction, financing, operations, and maintenance. Other sources of
revenue to support these projects may include city general fund tax revenues,
special tax revenues (e.g., hotel room taxes), naming rights and advertising
revenues, and private donations in the case of performing arts centers. In some
cases where land is available and the right local market conditions exist,
supporting revenues from joint real estate development strategies are possible.
These additional revenues can be structured from the sale or leasing of land and
the additional tax revenue from the development.
In a DBB delivery model the public owner retains most of the risk associated with
project revenues. It has to make design decisions that have a lasting impact on the
facility’s marketability and revenue-raising capacity. These include decisions on
the layout of the facility, the quantity and type of rentable spaces, and the quality
of the finishes and the building systems, among others. After the facility is
completed the public owner is responsible for marketing the rentable spaces and
for revenue collection. If the facilities are not responsive to market conditions,
which change over time, then the shortfalls in revenue have to be covered with
additional, unanticipated tax revenues.
Financing
DBB or CM/GC projects are typically financed by the City through the issuance
of new municipal debt, such as tax-exempt general obligation bonds or lease
revenue bonds. Unless the issuing entity has restrictions in terms of its credit
rating or statutory debt limitations, these public bonds are generally less costly
than obtaining financing from the taxable market. This financing is typically less
expensive than the cost of raising private finance including commercial debt, and
equity investment for a private project.

5

The Case for Preventative Maintenance – A 545% ROI, by Jones Lang LaSalle
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Financing a project with relatively lower cost of capital is an important benefit
that a DBB delivery can bring for the right types of projects. This has to be
carefully evaluated against the risks retained by the public sector (design,
construction, lifecycle, and revenue).

2.2

Public-Private-Partnership (P3)

Risks and Responsibilities
A P3 is a long-term contract between a private party and a public owner for
providing a public asset or service. The length of the contract typically ranges
from twenty to forty years, depending on the nature of the facility. The guiding
principle for the contract is to allocate risks to the entity that can best manage
them.
In a P3 contract, the private partner is typically responsible for:
•

Most design and construction risks, including the risk of cost overruns and
delays

•

Long-term facility maintenance and lifecycle costs over the term of the
contract, including the risk of facility performance degradation and cost
overruns

Because the private sector is financially tied to the project and responsible for cost
overruns, projects tend to be delivered on time and within budget.
In a P3 contract the private partner (developer) typically retains an experienced
design-build contractor to manage the construction under a fixed-price, datecertain contract, and an experienced operations and maintenance (O&M)
contractor to manage those aspects under a long-term contract.
The developer, who ultimately bears the risk of performance of its contractors,
ensures that the design-build and O&M contractors coordinate their work during
the development phase of the project so that the lifecycle costs are taken into
consideration. Design decisions early on have significant impacts on lifecycle
costs, so the input of the O&M contractor who will have to bear those costs over
the long term is critical to achieve an optimized design.
A 2012 study of twelve large P3 transportation projects in North America by
Arizona State University indicates that on average they were delivered within 1%
of their budgets when the contracts were signed and within their contractual
schedules 6. The study observed that notwithstanding the relatively small sample
size for the analysis there was significant evidence from this and other similar

6
For example, see A Comparison of Public-Private Partnerships and Traditional Procurement
Methods in North American Highway Projects, dated March 15, 2012, by A. Chasey, W. Maddex,
and A. Bansal
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studies in other countries that P3 contracts better control construction costs and
schedules than traditional procurement methods.
Table 3 Generic risk allocation typical under DBB and P3
Change in Scope
Right of Way
Ground Conditions
Design
Construction
Cost Overruns
Warranties and defects
Financing
Force Majeure
Operations
Maintenance and lifecycle
Project Revenues (if applicable)

DBB
Public
Public
Public
Public
Private
Public
Private
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

P3
Public
Public
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Shared
Private
Private
Private or Public

Project Revenues
In exchange for designing, building, financing, operating and maintaining the
facility, the private partner receives remuneration that can take one of two forms:
•

Project revenues if these exist and are reliable and sufficient to pay for all
the projects’ costs; or

•

Availability Payments (AP’s) if the project does not generate revenues or
if the revenues the project generates are unreliable and/or insufficient to
pay for all the projects’ costs

AP’s are typically used for projects in what is known in the industry as the “social
infrastructure” segment. These are typically public projects that primarily provide
a public service or function and generated modest or no revenues of their own.
Social infrastructure includes civic buildings, courthouses, schools and higher
education facilities, and convention and performing arts centers. There is a
substantial and successful track record, especially internationally, of P3 delivery
of these types of projects using Availability Payments 7.
AP’s are regular annual payments that the public owner makes to the private
partner during the term of the P3 contract to pay for the private sector’s
investments and services. They have several important features to achieve the
public owner’s goals:
•

7

To incentivize timely completion of the construction, the AP’s start only
once construction is completed

For example, see Melbourne Convention Center Case Study at the end of the section
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•

To provide certainty to the public sector of the cost of the project over
time, the AP’s are contractually fixed and can only be modified if the
owner requires a change in scope of the project

•

To incentivize adequate operations and maintenance performance they are
subject to payment deductions if the private partner does not meet
contractually specified performance requirements (e.g., shortfalls in
facility condition or the facility not being available for normal use)

The public owner can fund the annual AP’s in different ways:
•

Appropriation of tax sources such as general fund or special taxes; or

•

Project revenues (if the revenues the project generates are such that the
demand risk cannot be transferred to the private sector); or

•

A combination of tax sources and project revenues

Convention and performing arts centers typically generate project revenues from
building space rental and other concession revenues (e.g., food & beverage, retail,
advertising, parking, etc.), but not sufficient to pay for all their costs, particularly
the costs to build and maintain these facilities. As such, if a P3 method of delivery
is considered then the payment to the private sector is through an Availability
Payment.
Melbourne Convention Center Case Study
Procured as a 25-year DBFM in 2006, the Melbourne Convention Center consisted of a $285
million public investment for the facility’s renovation, as well as a $1 billion mixed-use real
estate development. This innovative mix of government funding and private investment helped
unlock land value to cross-subsidize the Convention Center construction. Given that the real
estate development represented more than half of the project’s total size, significant urban
redevelopment took place in the vicinity of the facility, turning Melbourne into a more
attractive convention destination.

Lifecycle
Another attribute of a P3 contract is that the private sector is responsible for major
maintenance expenses incurred throughout the life of the contract, typically in the
range of twenty to forty years. The decision on the length of the contract has to do
with the expected useful life of the facility and the amortization of the investment.
At the end of the P3 contract the facility is returned to the owner at no cost. The
private partner is required to comply with “hand-back conditions” which specify
in detail the required investments. The goal is to ensure that the facility has a
minimum level of quality and remaining useful life at the end of the contract. The
P3 contract ensures that the funding necessary to make the investments at handback is in place and is properly executed.
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Financing
P3’s are typically financed with commercial debt and private equity, which are
usually more expensive than public financing. This is mainly due to the returns on
investment that the private sector expects commensurate with the risk retained.
Generally the risk premium the private sector expects is embedded in their cost of
procuring the project where financing costs are an important component.

2.3

Consideration of Delivery Methods for the CII
Design Concepts

In this section we summarize the qualitative analysis used to select the applicable
delivery methods for the two design Concepts (1 and 3) of the CII.
Concept 1 is a brownfield project and is inherently riskier to design, build, and
maintain over the lifecycle than a new-build project such as Concept 3.
Brownfield projects, as described earlier, have numerous risks that are hard to
identify and quantify. In our experience it is very unlikely that the risks of a
project such as Concept 1 can be transferred to the private sector at a cost that
makes sense for the public sector, which defeats the core proposition of
undertaking a P3.
In Arup’s view and as per our experience advising public sector owners in similar
situations globally, delivering Concept 1 as a P3 is not a financially viable option.
This conclusion is supported, among others, by a market sounding exercise Arup
conducted in 2016 for a different convention center expansion project which also
had different potential Concepts ranging from a renovation to a new build. The
developers interviewed consistently raised concerns about the challenges of the
risks transferred to them on the brownfield component, especially when the new
build components were small or non-existent.
Concept 3 is a complete new construction and thus conceptually a better candidate
to be delivered as a P3.
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Table 4 Summary of attributes of DBB and P3 model
Concept 1 (Brownfield)
DBB
P3
Risk of Cost &
Schedule Overruns
Transfer of Cost &
Schedule Risk to
Private Sector
Transfer of Project
Revenue Risks to
Private Sector

Concept 3 (Greenfield)
DBB
P3

High

Medium-High

Medium

Low

Very Low

Low (and
costly)

Low

High

Low

Low

Low

Medium
(within AP
model)

Financing Source

Municipal Debt

Private Capital

Municipal Debt

Private Capital

Financing Cost

Low

Very High

Low

Medium-High

Addresses Lifecycle
Costs Upfront

No

Yes (but with
limitations)

No

Yes

Market Appetite

Medium

Low

High

High

Suitable for
Analysis?

 Viable

 Not Viable

 Viable

 Viable

3

Delivery Methods and Net City Payments

The objective of this section is to estimate and compare the City’s net payments
associated with delivering the Project’s design concepts under different
procurement models, while considering additional funding sources.
Based on recent transactions for governmental buildings and public venues, both
nationally and globally, Arup has identified two streams of potential revenue
sources that may apply to the expansion/redevelopment of Century II:
•

Real estate revenue given the potential for land redevelopment on the CII
site and favorable local market conditions; and

•

Naming rights/signage revenue, an increasingly common source of
funding for landmark entertainment and sports venues

The procurement methods assessed for Concept 1 are DBB only and for Concept
3 DBB and P3.

3.1

Approach

Arup developed a four-step process to estimate and compare the financial cost of
procuring Concepts 1 and 3 through different delivery methods. The steps are as
follows and graphically represented in Figure 6:
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1. estimate Total Project Costs which result from risk adjusting the
construction cost estimates to account for the delivery method (DBB vs.
P3) and design concept risks (brownfield vs. greenfield); and add
procurement, and financing costs associated with each delivery model;
2. size Additional Funding Sources such as real estate land sale, naming
rights, and signage revenues;
3. estimate the Net Funding Requirement (NFR), which is the difference
between the Total Project Costs and the Additional Funding Sources
mentioned above; and finally,
4. calculate the Net City Payments to service the public debt (DBB) and
lifecycle costs or pay the private partner through an Availability Payment
(P3) during operations, as applicable.

Figure 6 Approach diagram (Source: Arup)

3.1.1

Step 1: Total Project Costs

Total Project Costs result from adjusting the construction cost to account for the
delivery model (DBB vs. P3) and design Concept risks (brownfield vs.
greenfield). We also add procurement, and financing costs associated with each
delivery method.
Table 5 summarizes the key construction inputs such as the construction duration,
construction cost, and the risk adjustment considered to account for the delivery
method and the risk exposure of constructing a greenfield versus a brownfield
project.
The risk adjustment numbers were based on Arup’s market research as described
in Section 2.1, and as a result, the construction costs for Concepts 1 and 3 under a
DBB procurement were increased by 55% and 39%, respectively. The risk
adjustment for the P3 model is embedded in the cost of the private financing since
the private sector partner is bearing the cost overrun and project delay risks.
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Lifecycle costs are incurred during operations and were estimated as a share of the
capital expenses (CapEx) based on industry benchmarks for similar types of
facilities nationwide: 1.4% was used for the brownfield Concept 1 option, whereas
1.1% was used for the greenfield Concept 3 option. The higher percentage used
for Concept 1 accounts for the fact that the ongoing maintenance, renewal, and
replacement costs for older facilities, even after renovation, are higher than for
greenfield projects.
Table 5 Construction, risk, and lifecycle assumptions
Concept 1
DBB
Construction Inputs (Construction Phase)
Construction Duration
60 months
Construction Cost (CapEx)
$271m
Risk Adjustment (% of CapEx)
55%
Risk Adjustment ($)
$150
Construction Cost (Risk Adj.)
$421m
Lifecycle Inputs (Operations Phase)
Lifecycle cost (% of CapEx)
1.4% per year
Lifecycle cost ($ per year)
$3.8m

Concept 3
DBB

P3

36 months
$492m
39%
$192
$683m

36 months
$492m
$492m

1.1% per year
$5.4m

1.1% per year
$5.4m

The financing cost for a DBB consists of an arrangement and agent bank fees. The
financing cost for a P3 accounts for arrangement, commitment, and agent bank
fees, debt reserve account deposits, and debt interest during construction.
Table 6 summarizes the calculations to determine the Total Project Cost.
Table 6 Total Project Cost calculations
Total Project Cost (2017$ millions)
A
B
C = A+B
D
E
F
G
H=C+D+E+F+G

3.1.2

Base construction cost
plus: Risk adjustment
Construction cost (risk adjusted)
plus: Development cost & fees
plus: Operator mobilization cost
plus: SPV cost during construction
plus: Financing costs
Total Project Cost

Concept
1
DBB
$271.8
$149.5
$421.3
$2.2
$1.9

DBB
$491.7
$191.8
$683.5
$2.1
$1.7

P3
$491.7
$491.7
$19.2
$2.1
$2.7
$78.4

$425.3

$687.2

$594.0

Concept 3

Step 2: Additional Funding Sources

Arup has identified two streams of potential revenue sources appropriate for the
expansion/redevelopment of Century II: real estate revenue given the potential for
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land redevelopment on the CII site and naming rights/signage revenue, the latter is
an increasingly common source of funding for landmark entertainment and sports
venues.
It is important to highlight that all sources will be available to both delivery
methods (DBB and P3) and both Concepts. The only difference is the size of land
sales revenues, which are unique to each Concept because of the variation in the
footprint of the Project. Arguably in an integrated P3 approach an appropriately
selected private development partner can better maximize the site masterplan and
therefore the land value. For the purposes of this analysis we have conservatively
assumed that the same land value for DBB and P3 delivery of Concept 3.
Land Sales
As the figure below shows, given the footprint of the concepts, approximately 9
acres could be made available for redevelopment under Concept 1 and close to 16
acres under Concept 3.

Figure 7 Concept 1 (Left) and Concept 3 (Right) parcels and acreages (Source: Arup)

The Arup’s team conducted a Downtown Wichita real estate market analysis,
framed on the City’s development plan and the different mixed-use and
commercial-office space developments that are currently being undertaken by
private developers and corporations. The market assessment estimated that land
values were within a price-range of $25 - $36/sq-ft depending on the land use.
Based on the market assessment, the monetized value from land sales for Concept
1 could be approximately $12m and for Concept 3 approximately $20m. Table 7
shows the monetization per parcel for Concept 1, and Table 8 for Concept 3.
It is important to note that these are indicative product mix scenarios for the
purposes of this analysis. In reality should the City consider joint real estate
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development strategies in an eventual procurement, the actual product mix and
land values would be determined through an appropriate competitive procurement
processes. The estimates provided here are reasonably conservative estimates and
we expect that through a properly structured process and if current market
conditions continue to hold that the real estate market may support higher values.
Table 7 Concept 1 real estate potential revenue – indicative product mix
Parcel

Acres

A

2.11

$ per
sq-ft
$30

B

3.90

$25

$4.2m

D
E
Total

2.05
1.32
9.4

$25
$36

$2.9m
$2.1
~$12m

Sale price

Type of use

$2.8m

Specialty Grocer
Mix Use – ground level
retail/restaurants with residential above
High-end restaurant
Entertainment - Bars

Time on
market
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year

Table 8 Concept 3 real estate potential revenue – indicative product mix

2.11

$ per
sq-ft
$30

Sale
price
$2.8m

B

3.42

$25

$3.7m

C
D
E

3.29
2.05
1.32

$25
$35
$36

$3.6m
$3.1m
$2.1m

F

1.73

$25

$1.9m

G
Total

1.91
15.8

$25

$2.1m
~$20m

Parcel

Acres

A

Type of use
Specialty Grocer
Mix Use – ground level
retail/restaurants with residential above
Office
High End Restaurant
Entertainment – Bars
Mix Use – ground level
retail/restaurants with residential above
Office

Time on
market
1 year
1 year
2 year
2 year
3 year
3 year
3 year

Naming rights
Arup has searched the mid-west market for naming rights on noticeable building
and facilities. The INTRUST Bank Arena in Wichita has been the most recent
naming-rights transaction and was used as a local benchmark to estimate a $10m
value for a 20-year naming-rights transferring contract.
Signage
The majority of landmark buildings become focal points and are therefore an
attractive place for advertisement purposes. Usually this takes the form of
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billboards. A preliminary market research and comparable transaction analysis let
Arup to estimate revenues from signage at $0.5m for a 20-year contract.
Table 9 summarizes the additional funding sources per design Concept, the only
difference in revenue sources is driven by the size of the developable land under
each of the two Concepts considered in this report.
Table 9 Summary of additional funding sources
2017$ millions
Naming Rights
Signage
Land Sale
Total funding sources

3.1.3

Concept 1
$10
$0.5
$12

Concept 3
$10
$0.5
$20

$22.5

$30.5

Step 3: Net Funding Requirement

The Net Funding Requirement (NFR) or funding gap is the arithmetic
difference between Total Project Costs and the Additional Funding Sources
estimated in Steps 1 and 2 above. Depending on the procurement method the NFR
would either be financed through public debt under a DBB or through private
financing under a P3.
The DBB delivery model was assumed to be fully financed with relatively lowcost 30-year tax-exempt general obligation bonds at a 5% coupon rate. The P3,
based on Arup’s knowledge of similar transactions, was assumed be 90% financed
using commercial debt at 5.92% annual interest, and 10% funded with cash equity
provided by investors at an internal rate of return of 11%. The table below
summarizes such assumptions and NFR calculations.
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Table 10 Net Funding Requirement Calculations
Net Funding Requirement (2017$ millions)
A
B
C = A+B
D
E
F
G

Base construction cost
plus: Risk adjustment
Construction cost (risk adjusted)
plus: Development cost & fees
plus: Operator mobilization cost
plus: SPV cost during construction
plus: Financing costs

H=C+D+E+F+G
I
J
K
L = H-I-J-K

3.1.4

Total Project Cost

less: Naming rights revenue
less: Signage revenue
less: Land sale revenue
Net Funding Requirement (NFR)
Financing Assumptions
% Financed with Municipal Debt
% Financed with Commercial Debt
% Financed with Equity
Financed through Debt ($)
Financed through Equity ($)
Cost of Debt
Cost of Equity/ IRR

Concept
1
DBB
$271.8
$149.5
$421.3
$2.2
$1.9

DBB
$491.7
$191.8
$683.5
$2.1
$1.7

P3
$491.7
$491.7
$19.2
$2.1
$2.7
$78.4

$425.3

$687.2

$594.0

$10
$0.5
$12
$402.8

$10
$0.5
$20
$656.7

$10
$0.5
$20
$563.5

100%
$402.8
5.00%
-

100%
$656.7
5.00%
-

90%
10%
$507.2
$56.3
5.92%
11%

Concept 3

Step 4: Net City Payments

To compare the cost to the City for each one of the options, Arup used two
metrics: Annual Net City Payments and Net Present Value.
Annual Net City Payment (ANCP) is the annual cost to the City for delivering
the Project:
(i)

In a DBB the ANCP is estimated as the annual debt service obligations
plus annual lifecycle expenditures

(ii)

In a P3 model the ANCP is an Availability Payment to the private
sector partner, which covers debt service obligations and lifecycle
expenditures, and also other P3 costs such as development partner
costs during operations and dividends paid to the equity investor

Arup also used the Net Present Value (NPV) metric, which brings all future costs
incurred by the City to a single point in time to account for their occurrence in
time and magnitude. Future cash flows were brought to a point in time (present
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value in 2017) using a discount rate that blends socio-economic elements,
opportunity cost, and other capital investment projects valuation criteria.
It is important to note that the ANCP and NPV calculations do not include normal
operating cost for the facilities such as event management and marketing costs,
which are assumed to be funded by the City.
Table 11 illustrates the ANCP during operations associated with the different
scenarios8. Under the DBB delivery model, the ANCP of $27m and $45m for
Concepts 1 and 3, respectively, are the annual cost incurred by the City to meet its
debt obligations plus lifecycle investments for the first year of operations in
2017$. The ANCP of $42m for a P3 for Concept 3, on the other hand, is the total
Availability Payment the City would pay to the private partner for the first year of
operations, in 2017$, for their initial investment and financing plus lifecycle
investments. All three ANCPs are further escalated at 1.74%9 per year over a 30
year operational term.
Table 11 Annual Net City Payment (ANCP) for the first full year of operations in 2017
dollars

Construction Phase (2017$ millions)
Base Construction Cost
Net Funding Requirement
First year of full operations (2017$ millions)
A
Annual debt service
B
Annual lifecycle
C
Annual other P3 costs
Annual Net City Payments
D = A+B+C
(ANCP)

Concept 1
DBB
$271.8
$402.8
Concept 1
$23.2
$3.8
$27 million

Concept 3
DBB
P3
$491.7
$491.7
$656.7
$563.5
Concept 3
$40.0
$27.5
$5.4
$5.4
$9.3
$45 million

$42 million

The NPV of the City’s cash flow throughout the life of the Project are $372m (Concept 1
DBB), $611m (Concept 3 DBB), and $585m (Concept 3 P3), also shown in

Table 12. The cash flows were discounted using a rate of 6.75%, which was a
blended rate that accounts for socio-economic elements, opportunity cost, and
other capital investment projects valuation criteria.

The ANCPs are all brought back to 2017 dollars using the inflation rate of 1.74%, because the
timing of the first full year of operations differ between concepts.
9
Sources include the Bureau of Labor Statistics and Kansas Division of the Budget
8
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Table 12 Net Present Value (NPV) of the City's cash flows under different procurement
models
Net Present Value (2017$ millions)
NPV (Discounted at 6.75%)

3.2

Concept 1
DBB
$372m

Concept 3
DBB
P3
$611m
$585m

Approximate ANCP vs. Base Construction Cost

Because ANCP only looks to cover the initial construction cost and its associated
financing costs, plus lifecycle costs, it is expected that the ANCP is proportional
to the NFR and base construction cost. Therefore, while holding all other
assumptions constant such as financing costs and funding revenue sources, as the
base construction cost increases, the ANCP increases approximately in a linear
fashion.
Figure 8 illustrates the approximate relationship between the base construction
cost and the ANCP for the first full year of operations (2017 dollars). It should be
noted that the figure is a rough representation of this relationship and that in
reality the correlation is more complex. Namely, in reality it would not be linear
due to the changes in risk profile and financing conditions as the Project size
increases.

Figure 8 Approximate relationship between ANCP and base construction cost (Source:
Arup)

At present no commitment of public funds have been made to the Project and thus
the City’s affordability limit to execute the Project is a pending discussion. Figure
8 provides a rough “rule of thumb” to estimate how the ANCP would decrease as

|
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the Project base construction cost decreases. This can help the City evaluate their
annual affordability limit and work to determine the potential size of the Project it
can afford, while meeting Project objectives.

4

Operations Review

This section reviews the historical performance of both the Convention Center and
the Performing Arts Center and qualitatively identifies opportunities to improve
the operating performance based on industry benchmarks. To perform this
analysis Arup relied on the following sources:
•

Site visit to the facilities and interviews with the CII manager, John
D’Angelo.

•

Reports by CSL, AMS, and Populous Architects, which were provided by
the City

The first subsection provides an overview of CII as a whole and then analyzes the
Convention Center and Performing Arts Center components individually. The
Operations Review was developed with the support of Arup’s specialist subconsultants Conventional Wisdom and DuncanWebb, convention and performing
arts consultants, respectively.

4.1

CII Overview

Century II is owned, maintained, and operated by the City. As reported by others
elsewhere, due to the inefficient layout, deficiencies in certain building systems
such as the acoustic isolation of each hall, and historical budgetary constraints in
upkeep, CII faces many physical limitations and inefficiencies limits its operating
potential. These in turn impact its ability to be the focal point of the City’s vision
of a cultural and economic growth in Wichita.

4.1.1

CII Attendance

Although CII attendance in 2016 of around 535,000 people exceeded the
attendance at the INTRUST Bank Arena by close to 45%, it decreased by 14%
from the attendance of 2012 of close to 623,000 people. The largest attendance
decrease was experienced in conventions and performing arts by close to 20%,
while attendance of “Other” 10 shows decreased by 10% during that period, shown
in Figure 9.
It is worth noting that, in contrast, during the same period the attendance at the
Orpheum Theater grew by 45% from nearly 55,000 in 2012 to over 80,000 in

10

“Other” events includes consumer shows, festivals and religious events.
|
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2015 11. During that time the theater has received significant renovation
investments and even brought in a private marketing and management company to
help improve its programming and increase attendance.

Figure 9 Century II attendance by type of event (Source: Arup)

Among the events hosted at CII, those hosted mainly at the Convention Center
attracted around 350,000 people per year. This was about the same number of
visitors as the INTRUST Bank Arena.
Consumer shows, festivals, religious events, and other ceremonies, attracted the
most visitors, where they represent 94% of “Other” events. Further breakdown
and trends of “Others” are shown in Figure 10. Although these events do not
necessarily translate into hotel room nights like conventions do, they do drive
visitor numbers and bring social and economic vitality to Downtown Wichita.

11

2015 is the latest number available.
|
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Total

Figure 10 “Other” events: Consumer Shows, Festivals, and Religious Events (Source:
Arup)

4.1.2

CII Operational Deficit

The financial historical data reviewed by Arup from 1999 to 2016 indicates that
CII has been running on an operational deficit since at least 1999; this is shown
graphically in Figure 11. Deficits are not uncommon among convention centers
and performing arts venues around the country that are publicly owned and
operated. The public sector has many competing needs to address and thus
cultural and event venues face recurrent budget constraints. These constraints
translate into deferred maintenance and lack of human resources to respond to
changes in market trends. This in turn exacerbates the operating deficit, which
puts further strain on the financial sustainability of the facilities.
In the case of CII, the main financial constraints that further deepens the operating
deficits are summarized below:

|

•

The regional market for conventions is very competitive

•

Physical constraints due to layout and lack of sound isolation limits its
revenue generating potential

•

Above average operating costs compared to other newer facilities due to
the age of the facility and long list of deferred maintenance
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Figure 11 Historical Revenue, Expenses, and Deficit (Nominal $) (Source: Arup)

To compensate the operational deficit, the City has historically relied on transient
guest tax (TGT) revenue to fill such gap. Over one quarter of the city-wide TGT
revenues collected are currently allocated to CII, shown in Table 13.
Table 13 Transient Guest Tax (TGT) revenues and CII subsidy
YOE $

City of Wichita TGT
CII TGT Subsidy
% to CII

2015
$7,255,040
$1,786,098
25%

2016
$7,178,398
$1,858,699
26%

2017 Projected
$7,250,182
$2,296,748
32%

According to the data reviewed by Arup, CII’s expenses are concentrated in
wages and utilities. Electricity expenditures are particularly high given the
deferred maintenance and the much needed energy retrofit. This is consistent with
the well-known problems that result from accumulated deficits in lifecycle
investments, as discussed in more detail in Section 2 of this report.
Regarding revenues, rental and leasing of the facilities and amusement fees
contribute to nearly 80% of the total revenue:

|

•

The largest and most stable source of revenue is the rental and leasing of
the facilities, which generates close to 60% of the total revenue over the
past five years

•

The second main source of revenue, but less consistent, are the amusement
fees, which averages to 20% of revenues generated in the past five years
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CII’s Challenges

Arup’s goal was to identify opportunities to reduce the deficit either through cost
mitigations or revenue enhancements, or both.
In general, to reduce expenditures and enhance revenues, infrastructure and
human resources investments first need to be made. Opportunities to reduce
expenditures at this time are not viable, CII management team is slim compared to
its peers, and it actually needs additional human resources to operate properly.
Likewise, utilities savings could be feasible, but investments in equipment and
infrastructure are needed to achieve them.
Below are more detailed descriptions of the existing operational barriers faced by
CII:
•

Lack of human resources: the Performing Arts Center at CII is operated by
the City’s Arts and Cultural Services department. In addition to Century II’s
performing arts and convention facilities, the team also operates a visual arts
facility, living history museum, and all City arts and cultural programs,
including grant programs. This means that CII is operated by a team with a
long list of roles and responsibilities, therefore the team lacks time and
resources to maximize the facilities’ programs. In addition, facility
maintenance support comes from a different City department that also has
multiple responsibilities; thus, maintenance issues are typically addressed in a
more reactive mode, where competing and more urgent demands elsewhere
are given a higher priority.

•

Key revenue sources not available or limited: Food and beverage can be a
significant revenue generator in convention and performing art centers. Given
the foot-traffic in these facilities, the right product offering can rival the
revenues collected in rent. However, the current contract agreement with the
Hyatt Hotel for the meeting rooms limits CII’s ability to generate additional
revenue. The hotel pays an annual fee to the City, which is fairly small
compared to the revenue generated. On average, the hotel’s monthly revenues
from food and beverage typically exceeds their annual payment to the City. In
addition to these contractual issues, there is a lack of pre-function space and
retail/commercial space to offer additional revenue generating amenities.
Developing such spaces, either within the facilities or as part of an expansion,
can significantly enhance these revenue sources.
Parking can be another key revenue generator at this type of facility; however,
the very low cost street parking in the City undermines its ability to
materialize such revenue source. Unless this policy is changed city-wide, the
scope for parking revenue generation is limited.
Physical Constraints: The circular floor plan of the CII’s blue dome building
is the primary concern since it leaves very little functional backstage for the
performing arts groups and limits the availability of rehearsal space. The lack

•
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of pre-function space is due to the fact that the lobby area of the Concert Hall
is not the most efficient use of space. With a long list of deferred capital
maintenance projects, limited ADA accessibility, acoustical isolation issues
that prevent simultaneous and multiple use of particular spaces within the
facility, and access issues that require concert hall loading to take place
through other spaces, CII is challenged in terms of its ability to maximize its
space and programming. Its smaller theater is essentially unused, which could
be leveraged to best support smaller local arts groups.

4.2

Convention Center

4.2.1

Activity Overview

Conventions, including business and trade show activities, make up only slightly
over 10% of the attendance at the Century II facility. In 2016, convention
attendance was close to 60,000 people, while total CII attendance amounted to
535,000 people.
Other activities such as consumer shows and festivals represent the majority of the
attendance with an average of 53%, or nearly 290,000 visitors in 2016.

4.2.2

Financial Review and benchmarks

The Convention Center makes up around 70% of the overall operating costs and
revenues for the facility as a whole. The revenue incrementally grew between
2014 and 2016 with the rental revenues being the main driver. However, over a
longer period of time revenues have been growing at approximately 1% annually,
which is less than the rate of inflation over that same period of time 12. This
implies that in real terms revenues have been declining. Personnel expenses and
utility costs were the main cost drivers for the Convention Center.
A typical breakdown of revenue sources for a multipurpose public facilities show
approximately one-third of the facility’s revenue deriving from rent, one-third
from food & beverage sales, and the rest as a mixture of parking, event staffing,
and providing utility/data/telecom services. Century II is unable to collect on
some of these significant revenue sources, as already noted above.

4.2.3

Improvement opportunities

To enhance the operation of CII specific recommendations are provided below.

12

US CPI grew at an annual average of 2.17% from 1999 to 2016, per US BLS data.
|
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Management Structure
We recommend a simplified structure that aligns the Convention Center’s
departments with the way convention clients interact with the venue. Figure 12
summarizes a sample organizational structure that simplifies communications,
which establishes checks and balances, and provides other organizational
safeguards.

Figure 12 Recommended Organizational Chart (Source: Arup)

Administration. Responsible for the overall management of the facilities, its staff
and contracted service providers prepares long-range plans for operations,
maintenance, and capital improvements; conducts annual budgets and
performance reviews; serves as the spokesperson for the facility to the public and
media, and the official point-of-contact for interdepartmental communications.
Booking and Contract Administration. The Booking and Contract Administrator
must be “true to the Book”, which is the key to operating a successful facility. It
means ensuring that all contractual obligations for deposits, certificates of
insurance, and other paperwork are provided in a timely manner by clients.
Sales and Marketing. Prepare annual sales and marketing plan that identifies sales
initiatives, advertisements, promotions, and sales events to promote client
acquisition and retention. Produce annual sales reports and studies the economic
impacts by the facility through hotel rooms filled or expenditures from visitors
from outside of the area.
Event Management and Production Services. Oversee the coordination of staffing,
management, and production for all events in the facility. Serves as the liaison
between the facility, its vendors and the clients.

|
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Building Operations and Maintenance. Provide daily housekeeping, set-up/tear
down personnel for events, provide regular maintenance and upkeep to the
mechanical systems of the facility such as paint, patching and light repairs.
Public Safety, Security and Risk Management. General security may be provided
through a contracted service; a trained pool of part-time employees should provide
event staffing, such as door guards, greeters, badge checkers, ticket takers, and
ushers.
Fiscal, Accounting, and Human Resources. Responsible for collecting all cash,
reconciles event accounting, process documents for payroll, accounts payable and
invoicing. Generally, the internal HR functions are provided through this
department.

Managing Multiple Facilities
Certain dedicated departments mentioned above can be leveraged for the
operation of multiple similar venues and events such as Administration, Sales &
Marketing, and Fiscal Services. Some Vendors can even operate from a single
location that can serve all of the facilities. Event management and production
personnel are assigned generally to a specific facility, but they can also be shared
by other similar venues. As more facilities are added to the organization this
enhances efficiency.

Renegotiate Existing Contract
Renegotiating the current contract for food and beverage may require political
consideration and policy adjustments, but it is worth looking into. If the City
chose to expand the Bob Brown Expo Hall facility, then a renegotiation of the
exiting contract could be viable to explore a more equitable split of revenues.

Separate the Projects
The Convention Center and Performing Arts Center have minimal operational and
administrative overlap, therefore there is no significant operational economies of
scale in combining the two facilities. The Performing Arts Center, as a standalone project, could be attractive for a local philanthropic entity, organization,
individual, and/or foundation to fund the construction and operation in return for
bearing its name.
The goals for these facilities differ significantly and can benefit from being
developed separately and operated with different performance metrics. For
example, economic development through visitor expenditures may be the key
metric for the Convention Center, while cultural enhancements to the local
community and entertainment may be the driving principles for the Performing
Arts Center.

|
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Broaden Governance Entity
The cultural and economic benefits of Century II accrue upon a larger regional
area than only the City of Wichita. The wider community could explore the
creation of a larger, county-wide entity to manage and coordinate all governmentowned public assembly, events, and entertainment venues. This new entity could
attract political support from outside the City and may open some additional
funding opportunities. Typically these entities rely on a multi-jurisdictional/multisectorial board. The following are two successful examples:
•

Metropolitan Pier & Exposition Authority (MPEA); Chicago, IL – The
MPEA was created by the Illinois General Assembly in 1989 through the
"Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority Act". The authority's
responsibilities in the McCormick Place campus includes McCormick Place,
Hyatt Regency McCormick Place, Marriott Marquis Chicago, and the 10,000seat Wintrust Arena. MPEA also operates the Navy Pier in downtown
Chicago. Its board members are appointed by the governor but agreed upon by
the Mayor of Chicago. This powerful body also has the authority to acquire
and condemn land for future development. Funding sources include a $4 per
trip fee on taxicab trips originating from O’Hare International Airport. These
dedicated funding sources, including the hotel operating profits, provide
revenues that far exceed the operating deficit posted by McCormick Place.
Accumulated funds are used for capital maintenance, improvement, and future
expansion.

•

Cuyahoga County Convention Facilities Development Corporation
(CCCFDC); Cleveland, OH – The CCCFDC is a public non-profit
corporation formed in 2013. It controls the Huntington Convention Center of
Cleveland, Global Center for Health Innovation, and Hilton Cleveland
Downtown Hotel. It is working on acquiring all or portions of the Public
Auditorium, Huntington Park Parking Garage, and Cleveland’s I-X Center.
The CCCFDC has a dedicated funding mechanism comprised of the tourist
occupancy tax and local sales tax that are used to retire bond indebtedness.
Excess funds from these dedicated funding sources are retained for capital
maintenance, improvements, and expansions. The projects it has undertaken
have not once tapped into the City of Cleveland’s general fund. The CCCFDC
has a seven member board comprised of three public authority representatives
and four members from the private sector to bring additional expertise and
perspective.

|
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4.3

Performing Arts Center

4.3.1

Attendance

Data provided by the Century II Performing Arts Center (CII PAC) leadership
suggests that the Concert Hall is quite active, with more than 160 uses annually.
In fact, the City’s 2014 utilization study indicates that once time is allocated for
maintenance and changeovers, there is very little spare availability in that venue.
However, a review of attendance data for CII PAC ticketed events going back to
2014 shows that none of the 129 events reached 100% capacity and only 11 sold
more than 2,000 tickets. The average capacity sold is around 70% of the 2,195
seats.
It is relevant to note that these data only refer to events ticketed by CII PAC and
do not include utilization by most of the venue’s resident users, including the
Symphony. Notably, utilization of the Mary Jane Teall Theater is quite low,
largely due to the high labor rates.

4.3.2

Financial Review and Benchmarks

The financial figures for the CII PAC alone represent merely 30% of the overall
operating costs and revenues of the overall CII facility. It is difficult to draw
conclusions on the financial performance of the Concert Hall and Mary Jane Teall
Theater as they relate to performing arts activities. The 30% assumption does
suggest that performing arts represents a relatively small proportion of the
facility’s overall operations.
The revenue detail supports that proportion, showing that the Concert Hall and
Mary Jane Teall Theater revenues represent a stable but low proportion of overall
rental income (ranging from 11% to 13% over the last three year period). Fees
related to ticketing represent a large proportion of total income, ranging from 17%
to 24% over the same three-year period. Total fees collected varied over the three
year period, likely related to content of the programming, as a result affecting the
attendance each year. The overall income grew incrementally between 2014 and
2016.
To evaluate CII PAC’s operational performance, four facilities of similar size
and/or type were selected and compared against several key metrics, which are
summarized in Table 14 and Table 15. The selected facilities for comparison
include:
•

|

Community Center Theater, Sacramento Center Convention
Complex, Sacramento, CA: This city-operated facility, with 2,398 seats,
is experiencing challenges very similar to CII PAC such as ADA
limitations, insufficient backstage/rehearsal accommodations, poor
acoustical quality, decreasing levels of utilization potentially due to aging
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facilities, and high cost of labor. A 2015 feasibility study conducted by
our sub-consultant, DuncanWebb, recommended replacing the theater but
only if new facilities were flexible enough to support increased
convention activity. As an alternative, in 2016, the City Council approved
an $83 million renovation that would add 41,000 square feet of new
space, replace seats, make technical upgrades and renovate the lobby, box
office, and dressing rooms. The Project will be funded from hotel and
other tax revenue sources.
•

Centre in the Square, Kitchener, ON: CITS is a 2,047-seat city-owned
venue that is operated by a non-profit organization and was primarily built
as a home for the Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony. It serves a market
similar to Wichita.

•

Lincoln Center, Fort Collins, CO: While smaller in capacity than CII
PAC, Lincoln Center includes substantial meeting and event facilities and
is operated by the City's Arts and Cultural Services Department, which
holds similar responsibilities to Wichita’s.

•

Eisemann Center, Richardson, TX: This facility is also smaller than CII
PAC, but is a good example of a performing arts and convention center
that operates sustainably and with an eye toward community-centric
programming.

None of these facilities are perfect parallels to CII PAC, but each have some
similar characteristics to CII PAC and thus are useful as benchmarks.
Table 14 Performing arts facility benchmarking – Staffing

Staffing

Century II
Performing
Arts Center,
Wichita, KS

Payroll Expenses
Payroll Expenses
(as % of Operating
Expenses)
Full-time Staff
Part-time Staff
(may include
contract labor)

$656,160

Community
Center
Theater,
Sacramento,
CA
$977,500

Centre in the
Square,
Kitchener,
ON

Lincoln
Center, Fort
Collins, CO

Eisemann
Center,
Richardson,
TX

$3,029,072

$928,607

$1,792,443

51%

42%

66%

29%

45%

26

6

26

13

27

12

8 + ushers

144

80

7

Board Members

No Board

No Board

10

20

Union Presence

IATSE

IATSE

IATSE

IATSE

Inactive
Board
IATSE

CII PAC is supported by a full-time staff of 26, which is comparable in size to
two other facilities in the benchmark sample. However, many of these positions
have responsibilities related to PAC operations as well as other functions of the
CII facility. As a result, its payroll expenses are lowest among the group. It is

|
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important to remember that these expenses amounted to around 30% of overall
operating expenses for CII PAC. All facilities support contracts with IATSE.
Table 15 Performing arts facility benchmarking – Financials

Financials

Rental Income
Total Earned
Income
Contributed
Income from
Public Sources
Contributed
Income from
Private Sources
(Foundation,
Corporate,
Individuals,
Events)
Total Contributed
Income
Total Operating
Expenses
Operating Surplus
(Deficit)
Earned Income (as
% of Operating
Expenses)

Century II
Performing
Arts
Center,
Wichita,
KS
$170,528

Community
Center
Theater,
Sacramento,
CA

Centre in
the Square,
Kitchener,
ON

Lincoln
Center,
Fort
Collins, CO

Eisemann
Center,
Richardson,
TX

$400,000

$190,593

$629,094

$407,727

$661,827

$1,975,675

$2,243,740

$1,917,126

$2,178,565

$621,598

$369,275

$1,439,275

$832,465

$1,802,938

$0

$0

$4,292

$6,500

$60,279

$621,598

$369,275

$1,443,567

$838,965

$1,863,217

$1,283,425

$2,344,950

$4,576,256

$3,182,435

$3,986,499

$0

$0

($888,949)

($426,344)

$55,283

52%

84%

49%

60%

55%

Overall, this comparison shows that, while just as active as comparable spaces,
CII PAC facilities are operating at a lower cost than comparable facilities,
however, they are still earning significantly less income, likely due to:

|

•

Low rental rates that limit revenue from resident groups;

•

Limited ability to capture food service and other ancillary sources given
the lack of pre-function space and retail/commercial space to offer
additional revenue generating amenities; and

•

CII PAC is challenged in its ability to develop creative revenue streams
due to limited human resources and physical limitations.
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Improvement opportunities

As a starting point, a possible area to achieve operational improvements is to reevaluate and re-negotiate existing policies and third party service contracts. CII
PAC has made strides in terms of operational improvements, particularly in terms
of ticketing and now front-of-house operations, but as previously noted in this
report its revenues continue to be hindered by physical limitations, high labor
costs, and unfavorable existing contracts (such as food service). The IATSE
contract is currently under negotiation. The City should continue to work to
minimize costs for the use of smaller theaters.
Explore contracting operation of the facility to a third party. The cost of
developing and issuing an RFP is low and likely worth the information and
opportunities the effort could provide. A third party operator could allow the
facility to effectively compete for programming and rentals and allow Arts and
Cultural Services to better maximize cultural development and resulting impacts
in support of broader community goals. Potential operators could be required to
make capital investments in the facility and increase programming. A clause can
also be included in the contract to provide preferential access to accommodate
local arts groups’ needs.

Durham Performing Arts Center, Durham, NC- Case Study
Opened in 2008 with 2,712 seats, DPAC welcomed 511,000 visitors to 249 events during the
2015-2016 season. These included touring Broadway productions, high-profile concert,
comedy events, family shows, and the locally-produced American Dance Festival.
The venue is owned by the City of Durham and operates under the direction of Nederlander
and Professional Facilities Management (PFM). This public-private partnership is organized
via a contract that includes a management fee plus a profit-sharing mechanism. The operating
profit split has four stages: the first $2M is split 40% for the City and 60% for the operator; the
next $300,000 is split 30%/70% (City/operator); the next $700,000 is split 40%/60%; and, any
profit above $3M is split 20%/80%. The contract has a maximum 27-year term, with an initial
10-year term followed by an option for PFM/Nederlander to renew the agreement for an
additional seven years. Following that term, PFM/Nederlander would have two additional fiveyear renewal options, ending in 2041.
The City’s share of profit is used for capital replacement, debt service, maintenance and repair
of the facility, which is owned by the City. The contract states that DPAC will be available for
the American Dance Festival every summer and provide booking priority to certain local arts
groups and users. In 2015-2016, DPAC earned $6.3M in net income and returned $1.8M to the
City. The Durham Convention & Visitors Bureau estimates the entire district attracts more
than 1 million visitors annually, with a combined annual economic impact of more than $75
million.

|
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Strategic Options

At the time of writing of this report no funding sources have been committed to
renovate or rebuild Century II. Given the size of the investment needed to do
either a renovation or rebuild, in Arup’s view there are two possible paths that can
help the City inform the discussion on the Project’s affordability, prioritization,
and definition. Each path entails developing a Project strategy:
•

Without an additional tax burden (Section 5.1 below)

•

With additional tax contributions from Wichitans (Section 5.2 below)

The key questions to consider for each path can be summarized as:
•

Affordability: how much are Wichitans willing to invest in the Project?

•

Priority: what is the public’s main priority?

•

Project definition: what is the project’s optimal size, phasing, etc.?

5.1

Affordability Without Additional Tax Burden

An affordability path without additional taxes implies that the funding sources
available to the Project are those identified in Section 3.2 above. These include
lands sales from redeveloping the parcels surrounding CII, naming rights, and
advertisement. There could be an additional funding source for the CII PAC from
private donors, which is frequent for these types of projects, but for the purposes
of this analysis this is treated as speculative and is not included. Furthermore, if
CII’s annual operational deficit can be eliminated then, based on City’s staff
estimates, these annual operating savings could be capitalized to generate up front
funding for construction.
To improve affordability Arup proposes a strategy that relies on raising private
investment as much as possible while minimizing public expenditures. To
minimize public expenditures, Arup recommends the following approach,
irrespective of whether CII’s blue dome building is preserved or not:
•

|

Relocate the performing arts facilities to a new site or multiple sites
within downtown. One of the biggest challenges with design Concepts 1
and 3 is the requirement to keep the facility operational during
construction. This adds a significant risk premium to the Project’s costs
and may not even be feasible due to the presence of hazardous materials
(e.g., asbestos). By relocating the Performing Arts functions to other sites
in a phased manner, no operational interruptions would be necessary
because the PAC operations could be continued at the existing facility and
transferred to the new facilities once these are available.
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As a function of the availability of funds the City could either: 1) develop
a temporary low-cost facility ($10 million to $20 million) to overcome
critical operational issues until enough resources are available to build a
permanent one, or 2) build a permanent facility that responds to industry
and market standards if the private sector, through philanthropic
contributions, is able to cover the funding gap. The Performing Arts
Center could be developed as a collection of multiple venues of different
types, sizes, and cost, on a new site or multiple sites within downtown.
•

Partner with a private operator for the Convention Center with the
goal of best aligning the marketing, revenue generation, and operations
with the regional market. The Bob Brown Expo Hall is in reasonably good
condition and with targeted investments it could perform much better than
today. The Bob Brown Expo Hall, including its meeting rooms, could be
transferred through a long-term lease to a private operator responsible for
upgrading, operating, and maintaining the facility at its own risk.
Currently the Convention Center generates 70% of CII’s revenues and
expenses but also 70% of the annual deficit.
Arup recommends performing a market sounding exercise among potential
private developers/operators to assess their market appetite to absorb not
only operations but also capital improvements. This concept is further
discussed in Section 5.1.4 below.

The following sub-sections discuss the affordability levels with and without CII’s
existing layout, considers in more detail the ideas of transferring the Convention
Center to a private operator, illustrates a range of options to upgrade the
performing arts facilities based on the funding sources available, and proposes
some ideas for alternative reuse of the existing CII blue dome building.

5.1.1

Affordability Considerations with and without the Blue
Dome Building

Affordability is largely driven by the amount of land made available for joint real
estate development on the CII site. Based on preliminary parcel concepts
developed by Arup, if the blue dome building is maintained and repurposed then 9
acres could be developed. If it is demolished then 21 acres could be developed.
The 21 acre estimate allows for 175,000 sq. ft. of land that would be reserved for
expansion of the Convention Center. This land allowance is in line with the
expansion size recommended by the City’s consultant and architectural team who
previously developed the CII’s concepts.
According to Arup’s estimates of funding sources presented above, the
affordability level if the blue dome building is repurposed reaches $22 million. If
it is demolished it reaches $30 million. These are assumed to be one-time funding
sources for the Project, however, the joint development opportunities
underpinning them also represent an on-going revenue source for the City in terms
|
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sales and property taxes. For example, national estimates on community shopping
areas suggest that retail sales per square foot per year oscillate between $100 and
$300, which could translate in annual retail sales ranging between $50 million and
$160 million depending on the development concept. These sales would generate
sales tax revenue for the City.
In addition, if there is enough private’s sector market appetite to take the
Convention Center’s operational risk, then an additional ~$1.2 million per year of
savings to the City’s general fund could potentially be made available to the
Project, which is summarized in Table 16. Likewise, if the operational deficit of
the Performing Arts facilities can be eliminated by contracting operations with a
third party, an additional approximately $600,000 per year could be saved. These
annual operating savings could be capitalized via the Project’s financing to
generate an additional one-time, up-front funding for construction estimated at
$55 million.
Table 16 Summary of additional funding sources
2017$ millions
Naming Rights
Signage
Land Sale
(A) Alternative funding sources (one-time
funds)
Bob Brown Hall’s annual operating deficit
savings
Performing Arts annual operating deficit
savings
Total potential CII annual operating
deficit savings
(B) Potential capitalization of operational
deficit savings (one-time funds)
(A) + (B) Total potential funding sources
(one-time funds)

Repurposing of the
blue dome building
$10
$0.5
$12

Demolition of the
blue dome building
$10
$0.5
$20

$22.5

$30.5

$1.2

$1.2

$0.6

$0.6

$1.8

$1.8

$55

$55

$77.5 million

$85.5 million

As can be seen from the table above, if CII’s operating deficit could be eliminated
then potential funding for the Project could reach between near $77 million and
$85 million. However, it is important to note that the CII’s operational savings are
speculative since they depend on a number of major changes to the way that the
facility is organized and operated. These scenarios provide insight of the potential
for up-front capitalization and the funding for a significant construction budget to
support the Project.
A summary of the assumptions for each affordability scenario is provided below.

|
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CC expansion

9 Acres

21 Acres

Repurposing of the blue dome
building scenario

Demolition of the blue dome
building scenario

 Performing Arts Center
relocated to a new Arts &
Theater District (phased)
 Blue dome building is
repurposed to other uses
 Convention Center privately
operated
 9 acres of land available for
redevelopment
 $12 million in land sales
revenue
 Affordability without CII
operational savings: $22 million
 Affordability with CII
operational savings: $77 million

 Performing Arts Center
relocated to a new Arts &
Theater District (phased)
 Convention Center privately
operated
 175,000 sq. ft site allocated for
Convention Center expansion
 21 acres of land available for
redevelopment
 $20 million in land sales
revenue
 Affordability without CII
operational savings: $30 million
 Affordability with CII
operational savings: $85 million

Figure 13 Affordability scenarios

|
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Repurposing of the blue dome building

With the revitalization of cities’ downtown cores, thousands of buildings in the
United States have been re-adapted to new needs. This ranges from older
industrial and historic buildings converted to retail stores and apartment buildings,
to power plants transformed into office buildings and mixed use development. In
Downtown Wichita, the Old Town’s brick warehouses dating back to the late
1800s are a successful example of adaptive re-use from industrial to
retail/commercial.
The blue dome building has a prime location facing Douglas Avenue and adjacent
to the Arkansas River. Given the strong demand for retail/commercial space in
downtown, several options could be considered. These could be developed as
complementary uses to the Convention Center venue:
•

As a market place, similar to the Ferry Building in San Francisco. There is
demand for a grocery store/commercial and entertainment. The regional
economy has strong agricultural roots. With a well-conceived development
theme the blue dome building could house multiple unique local
stores/famers of fresh and prepared food, and other complimentary retail
stores.

•

As mixed-used development with retail and office

•

As a mixed-used retail and residential development

•

Other concepts that creative developers could bring forward through a
well-structured competitive selection process

Creativity and market demand can best determine the blue dome building’s reuse.
Multiple public-private partnerships arrangements could be explored to engage the
private sector and channel investment.
The City needs to optimize the use of its assets to generate funding sources to
support the investments needed to execute the Project. The blue dome building is
an asset that sits on valuable land, and as such, the trade-off for repurposing it
should be an adaptive reuse development that creates a new, vibrant facility and
optimizes the investment value.

|
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Figure 14 San Francisco Ferry Building and Market

Photography by Andreykr, Dreamstime.

5.1.3

Convention Center and Private Operator

The Convention Center generates 70% of CII’s annual deficit. However, it also
brings opportunities:
•

Convention Center related events have attracted on average 350,000
people per year over the past 5 years, which is just as many vistors as the
INTRUST Bank Arena

•

The Bob Brown Expo Hall is in reasonably good condition and its
performance could improve with specific investments focused on
serviceability and marketability (e.g., improved back-of-house and prefunction spaces)

In the hospitality market, large hotel chains offer similar services as those
provided by publicly-owned convention centers. Hotels’ space programming
typically includes: ballrooms, meeting rooms, and even conference/exhibition
centers to hold auctions, trade or fashion shows, awards ceremonies, or large
annual conferences and gatherings.
Hotels could be excellent candidates to invest in improving a facility like the Bob
Brown Expo Hall because they seek to attract events that generate room nights to
make full utilization of their facilities. These types of events are the ones the City
of Wichita is trying to attract to bolster economic development.

|
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There are multiple examples of publicly owned convention centers that are
privately operated. For example, SMG manages more than 85% of the publicly
owned convention centers in the U.S, including those in top tier cities like San
Francisco and Denver. The trend to switch from public to private management
started in the early 2000’s and accelerated after the 2008 recession due to the
shortfall of public resources to operate the facilities.
There is now a recent precedent of a convention center that has transitioned from
public to private management and in some cases ownership. The City Council of
Waterloo, Iowa approved in July 2017 the sale of the Five Sullivan Brothers
Convention Center to Omaha, Nebraska-based Leslie Hospitality. Waterloo’s goal
was to address deferred maintenance, eliminate operational deficits, and to
improve its marketability. Below is a summary of the terms of the development
agreement: 13
•

$1.05 million grant and 15 years of 34 percent tax rebates in return for the
company’s $6 million renovation

•

A related agreement requests for Leslie Hospitality to buy the Ramada
hotel and invest $14 million in its renovation

•

Waterloo will provide 20 years of tax rebates on the hotel and refund any
growth in hotel-motel tax generated by the renovation

The Five Sullivan Brothers Convention Center is an example of how
municipalities are seeking to attract private investment to turn public facilities
from liabilities to economic development assets, with an additional benefit of
eliminating the operating deficits impacting their general funds.
The City of Wichita could consider entering into a long term lease with a
developer who would not only operate and maintain the facility at its own risk but
could also provide the investment necessary to upgrade it.
Arup recommends performing a market sounding exercise to assess operator’s
appetite for the CII Convention Center and then, on that basis, identify the terms
of the partnership.

5.1.4

Development of Performing Art Facilities in a new
location

Arup recommends relocating the performing arts facilities to a new site or
multiple sites within downtown to minimize construction risks and associated
costs to keep the project affordable.

http://wcfcourier.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/waterloo-sullivan-center-sale-would-cutcity-costs-boost-tax/article_26edffee-9187-5bb3-b77e-ed5f09eda117.html
13
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As a function of the availability of funds the City could either:
1) Develop a temporary low-cost facility ($10 to $20 million- see examples
below) to overcome critical operational issues until enough resources are
available to build a permanent one; or
2) Build a permanent aspirational facility if the private sector, through
philanthropic contributions, could cover the funding gap. Most
Performing Arts facilities rely on the support of the private sector to
undertake rehabilitation or new construction projects. Wichita’s
Preforming Arts Center is a cultural and social asset benefiting both the
City of Wichita and Sedgwick County and thus community support in the
form of private contribution could be raised at the City and County levels.
As illustrated by the cases of The Carson Center and the Fox Cities (see
examples below), among many others, the community’s leadership and
financial support can be critical for their success.
The Performing Arts Center could be developed as a collection of multiple
venues of different types, sizes, and cost on a new site or multiple sites
within downtown to create a theater and arts district. Currently several
theater venues in downtown are located in proximity to each other
facilitating the creation and branding of an arts district (The Forum, the
Brickyard, the INTRUST Bank Arena, the Orpheum, PAC).
The development of performance arts facilities need to respond to trends in the
consumption of the arts and that solve the physical limitations of the existing
facilities. Appendix A provides an illustrative sample of the trends in the
consumption of the arts and illustrates how Wichita could capitalize on the
existing agglomeration of art and performance facilities in downtown to create
and promote the concept of an Arts District to attract investment.

Examples of Temporary & Low-cost Venues ($10 - $20m
construction cost)
The Container Globe
The Container Globe repurposes ship containers to create performance venues.
The structure is both modular and mobile and is a low-cost alternative to brickand-mortar theaters. The Container Globe is a private company, more information
can be found at http://www.thecontainerglobe.com/#about. Their estimated cost is
around $10 million.

|
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Figure 15. The Globe

Photography by the Container Globe
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National Sawdust, New York, NY
The National Sawdust, an artist-led, incubator, and non- profit venue opened its
doors in 2015 in Brooklyn, NY. The building that houses it was an old sawdust
factory. The 13,000-square-foot space was specifically designed for artists'
rehearsals, recording, and live performance. The main room is both a recording
studio and music hall. The Sawdust also has a restaurant, The Rider, that manages
the venue’s concessions and bar, caters private events held in the space and
collaborates with visiting musicians to produce events at the restaurant.
Figure 16. National Sawdust, New York, NY

Photography by Floto + Warmer
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National Theater Shed, London
The Shed was a temporary facility to fill the gap by the closure of the Cottesole
Theater in 2013 as part of a redevelopment project. The facility remained opened
for 2 years on a formerly unused plaza in London.
Figure 17. National Theater Shed, London

Photography by Haworth Tompkins and dominicrodohan
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Examples of Large-scale & Permanent Venues ($60 - $100m
construction cost)
The Fox Cities Performing Arts Center (PAC), Appleton, Wisconsin
The PAC is located in downtown Appleton, Wisconsin and houses the Broadway
Across America – Fox Cities series, the Boldt Arts Alive! series, the Thrivent
Financial for Lutherans Education Series, and the Fox Valley Symphony. The
PAC opened in 2002, 31 month after ground breaking. The Center comprises 2
theaters (2,100 and 450-seat spaces) and 2 private rooms/lounges. The funding for
the construction of the facility was a concerted private and public effort.

|

•

Fourteen Fox Cities municipalities dedicated $8 million in hotel and motel
room taxes to the construction of the Center.

•

The City of Appleton designated the site for the arts and entertainment
complex, an ideal location along West College Avenue. The city’s
economic Redevelopment Authority committed the $4.2 million necessary
to acquire this land and prepare the site for the new theater.

•

Kimberly-Clark Corporation contributed $3 million to create the
Kimberly-Clark Theater, a 450-seat performance space within it.

•

The board of directors and an army of volunteer fundraisers undertook a
campaign to raise $45 million.
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Figure 18. The Fox Cities Performance Arts

Images may be subject to copyright
The Carson Center, Paducah, KY (2 venues)
The Carson Center is located in downtown Paducah, KY overlooking the Ohio
River. It is was developed as a regional arts center aimed at serving the four rivers
region (Kentucky, Southern Illinois, southeast Missouri and northwest
Tennessee). Construction of the Center started in 2001 and was completed in
2004. Like the Fox Cities PAC, the construction of the Carson Center was
possible through the cooperation of the public and private sectors.
“In total, thirteen counties passed resolutions supporting the construction
of the Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Center with the hope it would help
stimulate the regional economy and enhance education. The Paducah Area
Chamber of Commerce also designated the arts center as a Priority
Community Project – the result of a vote at a public forum. With the
business community publicly behind the project, the Luther F. Carson Four
Rivers Center took an unprecedented step by first raising endowment
funding to help operate the center once it was built. Community leaders
felt this would help ensure the fiscal strength of the Center and encourage
others to support the project. The tactic worked, and by 2001 construction
of the Four Rivers Center was underway.” (The Carson Center, 2017)

|
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Figure 19. The Carson Center, Paducah, KY

Images may be subject to copyright
The Carson Center’s main hall has a seating capacity of 1806 people with the
farthest seat being only approximately 112 feet from the stage. Other facility’s
features include:
• The Williams Family Terrace- an outdoor space appropriate for parties,
weddings, dinners, etc.
• Ingram room with a built-in bar adequate for small receptions.
• Myre River Room is a multi-functional room to host small performances,
weddings, dinners, etc. Seating capacity for performance is 250 people.
• Paxton Family Lobby and first balcony lobby an accommodate weddings,
receptions, dinners, etc. Large windows allows patrons a view of the Ohio
River.

5.2

Affordability With Additional Tax Burden

Under an affordability scenario in which additional funding is available through
an increase of tax contributions, many design concepts are feasible, including but
not limited to those illustrated by Concepts 1 and 3. This includes concepts that
could host the performing arts facilities (Concert Hall and Mary Jean theaters) in
the blue dome, to renovate them, and to repurpose the remaining space (currently
Convention Hall) to other uses. The goal of repurposing would be to enhance
visitors’ experience and add economic vibrancy to downtown. For example, see
the case study of San Francisco’s Palace of Fine Arts provided below. The
project’s size will depend on the taxpayers’ willingness to pay for it.

|
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The analysis in this report indicates that, roughly speaking, for every $100 million
to $120 million in new construction Wichitans would need to commit to
approximately $10 million per year in new general fund or special tax
appropriations, over a thirty year term. The sources the City of Wichita could
considered to drive the Project include:
1. Temporary increase in sales tax. This is similar to the strategy that was
put in place to fund the construction of the INTRUST Bank Arena, in that
case at a County level. The construction was funded through a special 1%
County sales tax for a period of 30 months beginning July 1, 2005 and
approved by voters in November 2004. The sales tax revenues for the
arena exceeded projections and totaled $206.5 million, with a surplus of
$16 million dedicated to fund major repairs and capital equipment
purchases in a special O&M reserve fund. CII’s Preforming Arts Center is
a cultural and social asset benefiting both the City of Wichita and
Sedgwick County and thus concerted efforts to raise funds for the
construction of a new facility could come from the City or, potentially,
from both public entities.
2. Expanding existing TIF Central District. The City of Wichita has been
successfully using tax increment financing to encourage the
redevelopment of downtown. Currently there are four TIF districts in the
City’s core, as shown in the Figure below. Depending on where the
Performing Arts is relocated, the TIF district could be amended to also
support the funding of a new PAC facility.

|
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Figure 20. TIF Districts

The size and the type of the funding sources needed can be better determined once
the community and stakeholders define their priorities and willingness to pay for
the Project. However, regardless of the affordability path that the City and
community decide to undertake, both should lead to a successful outcome with the
goals of bolstering social, cultural, and economic development.
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San Francisco Palace of Fine Arts Repurpose Case Study
The 1915 Palace of Fine Arts (PFA) in San Francisco, CA., originally built for the PanamaPacific exhibition, is an example of an adaptive reuse of a historic building aimed at keeping
its recreational purpose while being financially self-sustainable.
The PFA is in a strategic location, in proximity to the Golden Gate Bridge, one of the most
visited City’s attractions. In 2016 the City received 25 million tourists, many of whom visited
the Golden Gate Bridge and Presidio National Park adjacent to the PFA.
In 2015 the City started a two-step process, a Request for Concept Proposals followed by an
invite only Request for Proposals to the highest scoring respondents, to activate the building
with a long-term tenant to provide a financially sustainable long term use and public access to
the building. Each proposal was ranked across a variety of criteria, including public access,
financial sustainability, consistency with City of San Francisco’s Park and Recreation
Department’s (the Department) goals, compatibility with the neighborhood, and proposed
used.
An Advisory Committee with representatives from the public and private sectors was created
to provide citywide and neighborhood perspectives to help determine the best uses. The
Department received seven responses. From this a preferred proponent has been identified,
with a development proposal that included the following key features:
• The private entity is a non-profit corporation that will act as the master developer.
• Preservation of the historic building while upgrading (seismic, deferred maintenancethis was a mandatory requirement) and updating it for modern uses.
• The proposed uses include: theater (existing), museum (new program but building on
previous museum uses), and a new restaurant and retail hall. The up-front capital
investment is proposed at over $120 million.
• The financial plan is self-sustainable based on a combination of:
 On-going annual revenues from:
• New restaurant and retail component of the program (60,000 square feet)
• Space rental for the museum and theater tenants
 One-time, up-front funding from:
• Sale of historic preservation tax credits
• Philanthropic contributions to support the initial construction
Though the economic contexts and tourism/visitor markets of Wichita and San Francisco are
substantially different, The Palace of Fine Arts helps illustrate the process followed by the City
of San Francisco to achieve both a project that responds to a long term financially sustainable
plan and to community’s needs. A similar process could be implemented by the City of
Wichita to maximize the social and economic value of Century II.
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Appendix A
Trends in the consumption of
arts and arts districts
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A1
Recent trends in consumption of the arts
From Friday Night Lights to Community Living Rooms: The old image of the
theater—where the lights come on at 7PM on a Friday night so that
fashionable people wearing formal attire can attend a performance—is long
gone. The new image is that of a community living room—a place that is
always open and always active—with informal programming and an
atmosphere that is buzzing and welcoming.
From Palaces to Districts: The other big change in the world of performing
arts facilities is the shift away from buildings that might be termed “palaces of
the arts”— large, elaborate buildings in which multiple components are all
under one roof (for example the Kennedy Center in Washington, DC) to
cultural districts, in which multiple smaller, cutting-edge and attractive
facilities are developed within a specified area.
Facilitating Active Participation: Facilities and organizations must support a
culture of more active participation in the arts, including the engagement of
audiences before, during, and after a performance. Even more importantly,
they must provide more opportunities for diverse audiences to express their
own creativity—for example, by means of joining a choir, learning to paint, or
volunteering to build sets.
Don’t Rely on a Narrow Set of Users: Arts organizations, users, and clients
will come and go given fluctuations in their financial situations and the
competitive pressures they face. Facilities should be able to accommodate
multiple users at once, or successive users in quick order, so as not to be
overly exposed any one user group facing their own challenges.
Cost Structure: The future of performing arts facilities depends on their
ability to provide ongoing affordable access and arrangements that motivate
efficient use of space and the maximization of revenues for both the users and
the facility. Facility management organizations must be nimble in their
staffing and embracing of technologies that drive operating efficiencies and
economies.
Community Engagement: Fundamentally, performing arts facilities must
become deeply engaged and connected to the life of their communities. They
cannot be seen as something exclusive, but rather something fundamental to
the life of the community. They should offer benefits that are understood and
embraced by all, whether that means driving economic development,
enhancing quality of life, or changing the identity and image of the
community.
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The creation and branding of the arts & theater district
An Arts & Theater District is a mixed-use area with a high concentration of
cultural facilities including venues for indoor and outdoor performances,
museums, galleries, artist studios, street art, arts-related retail shops, and music
studios. These are then integrated with street-serving retail and restaurants.
District goals include:
•

Creating a fun place where people want to go spend time, want to live,
want to come to conferences, etc.

•

Generating vibrancy and commercial activity with the goal of
increasing property values to create a virtuous cycle that supports
future large-scale venues

Many cities in the U.S. and abroad have implemented arts districts as catalyst
for redevelopment. Successful examples include Seattle, Miami, Cleveland,
Los Angeles, and Queens. The concept is consistent with Wichita’s downtown
development to date and future plans. Downtown hosts already several
performing and arts facilities, and thus the concept of the arts district could be
marketed to leverage additional private investments in downtown, consistent
with current trends, and potentially to attract private philantropic donors for
specific arts venues.
There are a variety of space configurations that could be considered as a
function of the funds available and the programming needs (number of seats,
indoor/outdoor, etc.). The Arts & Theater District’s vision would:
•

Include outdoor spaces/pavilions near the waterfront

•

Use old industrial spaces complementing the use of the waterfront

•

Create a focal point for people to gather

•

Integrate arts with residential, retail, commercial, hospitality, etc.

•

Include small-scale spaces for music, dance, drama, etc.

•

Have a neighborhood scale and a very strong personality (that speaks
“performing arts”)

•

Take advantage and build on the existing venues (several venues
concentrated in this area)

•

Develop synergies with the Exploration Place area across the river

Arup researched a range of venues ranging from low-cost pavilions to
temporary venues to large venues. These examples are provided with the goal
of enriching the discussion on the potential for future development of
Wichita’s Performing Arts Center venues. The venue categories that could be
considered as part of an arts district are described below. These could include:
•

|

Low-cost pavilions that can be used for a range of events (outdoor
theater, concerts, art installations, etc.)
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•

A series of small scale (e.g., less than 500-seat) flexible venues,
whether permanent or temporary, that can support chamber music,
rehearsals, drama, etc.

•

Possible adaptive reuse of existing structures

•

Large scale venues
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